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Abstract 
A semilinear parabolic equation on ~J with a non-additive random perturbation is studied. The 
noise is supposed to be a spatially homogeneous Wiener process. Conditions for the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution in terms of the spectral measure of the noise are given. Applications to 
population and geophysical models are indicated. The Freidlin-Wentzell arge deviation estimates 
are obtained as well. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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O. Introduction 
The paper is concerned with the lbllowing stochastic partial differential equation: 
PX 
=-(t,x) AX(t,x) + f(t,x X(t,x)) + b(t,x,X(t,x))ff'(t), 
('t (l).l) 
X(O.x) ~(x). 
In (0.1), A is a uniformly elliptic differential operator on ~d of the degree 2m, and / 
and b are real-valued functions on [0, ~c) × IR ' /× ~. Throughout the paper we assume 
that the coefficients of A are from C~([Rd), and that for all t and x, / ' ( t ,x , . )  and 
b(¢,x,.) are Lipschitz continuous. The noise ~'/ is supposed to be a spatially homo- 
geneous Wiener process; see Section 1. In the paper we give sufficient conditions for 
the existence of a Markovian solution in terms of the spectral measure of the noise 
and analytic properties of A, f and b. As the state space we take an appropriately 
weighted L2-space. Also we show that under some conditions the solutions are contin- 
uous in the space variable. The proofs are based on showing that (0.1) is a particular 
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case of abstract evolution equations tudied by Metivier (1982, 1988), Da Prato and 
Zabczyk (1992), and Peszat (1995). An essential r61e in our development is played by 
harmonic analysis. It is worth pointing out that if the coefficients A, f ,  b, and the initial 
data ~ are spatially homogeneous then the same is true for the law of the solution; see 
Dawson and Salehi (1980). 
Linear equations of the type (0.1) with a multiplicative noise, A equal to the Laplace 
operator, and ~_--1 were introduced by Dawson and Salehi (1980) as models of the 
growth of a population in a random environment. The same class of equations has 
been considered by Nobel (1997) as a continuous version of the lattice geophysical 
system studied by Carmona and Molchanov (1994). These equations were also used by 
Kifer (1995) and Handa (1996) in their study of multidimensional Burgers equations 
via a Hop~Cole-type transformation. Papers by Dawson and Salehi, and Nobel were 
a starting point of the present research. In fact, we have realized that the noise intro- 
duced by them can be interpreted as a Wiener process on a Hilbert space continuously 
imbedded into the space of tempered istributions on ~d, and that (0.1) can be treated 
as an evolution equation. We define a state space on which we prove the existence 
of Markovian solutions, thereby extending results obtained by Dawson and Salehi, and 
Nobel, while using weaker assumptions. Dawson and Salehi, Kifer, and Nobel made 
use of the linearity of the equations whereas our method is more general. In particu- 
lar, it allows arbitrary initial conditions rather than a constant function. Moreover, our 
theorems can by easily generalized to the equations with A being a fractional power 
of an elliptic operator, and to equations on groups more general than Nu. However 
these generalizations are not discussed in the paper. Results of the present paper have 
been already used by Tessitore and Zabczyk (1996a, b) for the investigation of the 
asymptotic properties and positivity of solutions to stochastic heat equations on R ~, 
and by Brze~niak and Peszat (1997b), and Capinski and Peszat (1997) for the study of 
stochastic Euler and Navie~Stokes equations. Recently, Brze~:niak and Peszat (1997) 
have developed an LP-theory of stochastic parabolic equations driven by a spatially 
homogeneous Wiener process. 
Nonlinear stochastic partial differential equations on ~ were investigated by Funaki 
(1991) and Kotelenez (1992). The main difference between ours and the Kotelenez ap- 
proach is that Kotelenez deals with an abstract Wiener process on a Hilbert space with 
a given self-adjoint covariance operator, whereas we start with a physically character- 
ized J1-valued Wiener process. We describe its reproducing kernel and find conditions 
under which the stochastic onvolution processes take values in a given function space. 
The technique used by Kotelenez had been introduced by Walsh (1986) and was based 
on the theory of a multidimensional Brownian sheet. Contrary to the statement from 
the Kotelenez paper that "in the case of equations on NJ the evolution equation ap- 
proach may fail" we show here that it does not fail but allows to cover new interesting 
situations. The Funaki paper was concerned with the case of an additive noise only, 
whereas the emphasis in the present paper is placed on equations with a general dif- 
fusion term. Stochastic evolution equations with an additive and homogeneous noise 
have been recently considered by Da Prato and Zabczyk (1995, 1996). 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is devoted to probabilistic preliminar- 
ies. We introduce the concepts of a spatially homogeneous Wiener process and the 
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stochastic integrals with respect to it. In Section 2 our main results on the existence 
and uniqueness of a solution are stated without proofs. Also we deal with applications 
to the models considered by Dawson and Salehi, and Nobel. Section 3 is devoted 
to elliptic operators on weighted spaces. In Section 4 we establish basic estimates, 
whereas in Section 5 we prove the main results. The final section is devoted to the 
large deviation principle. 
The paper is a rewritten version of the report by Peszat and Zabczyk (1995b). 
1. Probabilistic preliminaries 
1.1. Spatiall 3, homogeneous Wiener processes 
We denote by cf the space of all infinitely differentiable functions 4' on R 't for 
which the seminorms 
1)~./~(~,)= sup I.r~O/~(x)l 
are finite. The dual :/"' of .9 ° is then the space of tempered istributions: see Gel'thnd 
and Vilenkin (1964). Let p ¢ [1, :>c]. For abbreviation, we write L:' instead of I,:'(gi 't I. 
The norms and scalar products on L 2 and IR ~t are denoted by the same symbols l I 
and (. , • ). We also denote by (¢,~¢,) the value of ~ ¢ 5/' on ~) ¢ :f. 
Let (Q,.~-, P) be a complete probability space with a filtration (-::),>0. In the pa- 
per, 'tt is a Wiener process defined on f2 and taking values m :/':. It means that 
Yl has continuous trajectories in :/~', and that for each ~¢.</', t~( / / ' ( t ) , ( : )  is a 
one-dimensional Wiener process. Hence, there exists a bilinear continuous ymmetric 
positive-definite form O:,V' × 5:--~ [R such that 
E{//(t),~J}(/t (s),~)=t/~sO(,//,q,) for (f,~,),ts,<p)~ [0,oc) × :/', :>0. 
In the present paper, / t  is spaliallv homogeneous, which means that for each tixcd 
t ) ,0 the law of / t ( t )  is invariant with respect o all translations rS, : : / "  + : / ' ,  h q IR 't, 
where r/, : , " t '~ :/', r / ,O( . )=~( .  + h) for ~ ~ :/. Equivalently, we assume thai 
P(f/  ( t )~/ / ' )  p(,tt-(t)~(zl, ) i(,/.)) for hc[R ~/, .'/'C.~(.V"). (I.2:) 
It is easy to check that (1.2) holds ill" Q(~,qo)-Q(%~,z/,~o) for all ~),</)~ ' /  and 
h< /R ~/. According to Theorem 6 from Gel'fand and Vilenkin (1964, p. 169), Q is 
a translation invariant continuous positive-definite real-valued bilinear form on : /  iff 
for all @ and (p, Q(~b, p )= (K ~* ~Pl~)), where F ~ .'f' is the Fourier transform of a 
positive-symmetric tempered measure It on [R 't, and {p(~)(x) p( -x )  for x <-p,: and 
a real-valued function q). Later when O can be a complex-valued function, we will 
set p{~)(x)= qo( x), x c IRa. We will call Q the covariance ./brm, and It the spectral 
measure of 'It '. Summing up, is such that: 
(A. I )  For each @ C.V', {("/t (t),~')},clo,>~) is a real-valued Wiener process. 
(A.2) There exists a F ~ :/" such that for all ~, (p ~ : /  one has 
Q(~//.,,O) dcf [}-(°/t "(I ), I//) ("//"(1), (p) (r, i/./• (D(s)). 
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(A.3) F is the Fourier transform of a Borel positive and symmetric measure/~ on Nd, 
satisfying f~,,(1 + Ix l )"d/t (x)<vc for a certain r<0.  
For some results we will need to assume that/~ is either finite or absolutely continuous 
with respect o Lebesgue measure. 
Let us now present some examples of spatially homogeneous Wiener processes. 
Random field. Suppose that the spectral measure ¢t of ~/¢~ is finite, and consequently 
F = ~ is a uniformly continuous bounded function. Then there exists a Gaussian random 
field on [0, oc) × ~d, which we also denote by #;  such that: 
(i) The mapping (t,x)~-+ #' ( t ,x )  is continuous with respect o the first and measurable 
with respect o the both variables P-almost surely. 
(ii) For each x, {~/t~(t,x)}tc[0,~) is a one-dimensional Wiener process. 
(iii) ~_~t¢~(t,x)'~rt~(s, y) = t A sF(x - y) for t, s E [0, vc) and x, y ~ ~d. 
(iv) (#" ( t ) ,0 )  = f~,, O(x)~#(t ,x)dx for ~/¢ J:. 
For, let {6~,} C J~ be such that f~,: F(x - y )6k(y )dy  ~ f (x )  uniformly with respect o 
x e R d. We define #"(t ,x)  as the L2((2,~t,P)- l imit of the series (#:(t),'cx~k). Con- 
versely, if /,U is a random field satisfying ( i)-( i i i ) ,  then (iv) defines a stochastic 
process in ,~' with the covariance form Q. Such Wiener processes were considered 
by Dawson and Salehi under the additional assumption that the spectral measure /~ is 
absolutely continuous with respect o Lebesgue measure. 
Important examples of random fields are provided by symmetric ~-stable distribu- 
tions F(x )= e -Ixl~, where ~ ¢ (0,2]. For ~ = 1 and e = 2 the densities of the spectral 
measures are given by the formulas cl(1 + [x12) -(d+l)/2 and c2e I-~1", where c~ and c2 
are appropriate constants. 
Quantum field. In this case Q(~,, q))= ( ( -A  + m2)- JO,  q)), where A is the Laplace 
operator on ~d and m is a strictly positive constant. Then F is a continuous function 
on Nd\{0} and (dll/dx)(x) = (2rt) J/2(Ixl2 + m2) -1. The law of ~/F'(1) is the so-called 
Euclidean free field; see Hida and Streit (1977) and Simon (1974). 
White noise. In this case Q(O, ~o) = {~,, @. Then F is equal to the Dirac 60-function, 
its spectral density dt~/dx is the constant function (2n) -n/2 and ~tt'~'=c~lt'~/St is a 
white noise on L2([0, vc )× Nd). I f  B(t,x), t>>-O and xc  [~d, is a Brownian sheet on 
[0, oc) × ~d then #"  can be defined by the formula, see Walsh (1986), 
JB ( t )  
#( t )  = t>~0. 
0xj ... 8xd' 
This process appears as a Siegal process in Holley and Stroock (1978). 
1.2. Stochastic integration 
Let ~// be an J~-valued Wiener process with the covariance form Q. The crucial 
r61e for stochastic integration with respect to ~#> is played by the Hilbert spaces Jq 
and .9~q I defined below. The space 5"~ is the completion of the set 5P/Ker Q with respect 
to the norm q( [0 ] )= ~ .  The space Yq' is dual to cfq, and it can be identified 
with the space of all distributions ~ C J '  which are continuous with respect o q. That 
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is, ~ C Jq' iff there is a constant C such that 
Note that 
[gl'/,;' = sup I(g, 6)L 
A proof of the following result can be found in It6 (1984). This result is valid for 
general, not necessarily spatially homogeneous, Wiener processes in ,5/~', and it states 
that ,~' is the reproducing kernel of the Gaussian law of Yl ( 1 ). Later we will call .!/,.' 
the kernel Of the Wiener process ~tl . 
Proposition 1.1. Let V be a Hilbert ,v~aee such that 5'~ ~+ V with the dense Hilhert 
Schmidt embeddinq. Then ~1 is a V-valued Wiener process. Moreover. umh'r the 
idenHlication 
v'  ), - < i  v, 
Oil(" has" 
E(~p,~t(t))((p, Yf(s))=tAs(~p,q~>,(, ,  t,s>~O, ~,(pGI" ,  ( I .3) 
where (. , . ) is the dual form on V' × V. 
Thus, ~t can be regarded as a Hilbert-space-valued Wiener process and classi- 
cal stochastic integration theory can be applied, see e.g. Metivier (1982. 1988) and 
Da Prato and Zabczyk (1992). For more general theory, see It6 (1984) and Bojdecki 
and Jakubowski (1989). 
Let t>~0. From (I .3) the mapping 
has a unique continuous extension to //,7" We will denote the value of this extension 
on ~p ~ !47 by (~p, ;q(t)) .  It is easy to check that for every ~p ~ ~7, (~, ;q (t)) ,  t>~0 is 
a real-valued (~-r)-adapted Wiener process, and 
~(,p, ~t(t))Op, yt (s))-~n~,(4,,,p> K, t,,,>0, ~,,p~ %'. 
Traditionally, the mapping 
4,~ {(,p, ~t (t)),t >o} 
is cal led a standard cylindrical Wiener process on ~<i~q ~. 
Let H be a Hilbert space, and let L(Hs)(5/~I,H) be the space of Hilbert Schmidt 
operators from Jq' into H. Assume that 7' is a predictable LiHsi(J~/,H)-valued process 
satisfying 
L" ~ I[~(s)il2,~,(r<t/,//)ds<oc for t~>O. 
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Then for an arbitrary orthonormal basis {ek} of 5Pq ' the series 
Z 7"(s)ek d(ek, ~#/'(s)) 
k 
converges in L2(y2, Y,D;H). We denote its limit by fo 7"(s))d~'(s), and we call it 
the stochastic integral of 7" with respect to ~t/. It is known, see e.g. Da Prato and 
Zabczyk (1992), that the stochastic integral does not depend on the choice of an 
orthononnal basis of Jq', and that the stochastic integral process fo 7"(s)d~(s) , t~>0 
is a well-defined continuous quare integrable martingale in H. Moreover, for t ~>0, 
Jo" [E 7"(s) d~g/'(s) = 0 
and 
' d~(s )  2n f0' s 2 [E 7'(s) =~ 117'( )1L~,~,(~, n)ds. 
Using standard localization arguments one may extend the definition of the stochastic 
integral to the class of all predictable L(ns)(~q',H)-valued processes 7' satisfying 
P(fot,,tP(s),,~,s,{,~/,n)ds<oc)=l for t~>0. 
These processes are called Itd-integrable. 
Let L~s)(N a, d/O be the subspace of L2(N d, d#; C) consisting of all u such that 
U(s) = u. We have the following characterization f the kernel ,Sq ~ of a spatially homo- 
geneous Wiener process ~/g. 
"~ d Proposition 1.2. A distribution ~ belongs to ~q' iff ~=h~fi jor a u E L~-s)(~ , d/O. 
Moreover, if ~ = h-fi and q = Ufi, then (d, tl),u/= (u, V)L:(~,~,d~). 
Proof. Assume that ~ E Cjq~. Then for some c > 0 and all ~ ~ Y one has 
Since 
(¢, ~) = (~, ~) and (F, ~ .  O(s)) = /R,, 1~(2)12 d#(2), 
where ~ denotes the inverse of the Fourier transform of 0, we have 
Thus, ~ can be extended, in a unique way, to a continuous functional on L~s)(~ d, d/O. 
Consequently, there exists a unique function u ~L~)(~ a, d/~), such that 
(~, O) = ,, ~9(2)u(2) d/~(2) for ~ E 5 P', 
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and we see that ~ can be identified with the measure u/~. It is clear that the .~/,;-norm 
of ~ is ]u[1:(R<d,), and the final part of the proposition follows as well. FA 
Remark. Since the measure I~ is symmetric and U(s)= u, the Fourier transform d]) is a 
real-valued distribution in agreement with the definition o f / / ; .  
From now on we assume that 
(A.4) The spectral measure II is either finite or absolutely continuous with respect to 
Lebesgue measure and ~'= dp/dx c LP for some p C [1, oc]. 
Proposition 1.3. Under assumption (A.4) one has c / /C  Cb([~ d) q L 2. 
Proof. If the measure t~ is finite and u ~L~)(R d, dl~), then ull is a finite measure and 
its Fourier transform belongs to Cb(RJ). Assume now that ll << dx and 7= dlt/dx ~ L"' 
for a pC(1,oc.) .  Let uEL~s)(Nd, d~O. By Proposition 1.2 we have to show that 
cG' '~ Cb(~d) + L 2. Set K -- {x ~ N'¢ : ?(x):~ 1 }. Then zT,' = u~x + u~- , .  As u;'zk ~ L 2, 
we have w,~x ~ L 2. Since 
,/~ lu(x)[7(x)Zx@r)dx<~ ( ~, u2(x)),(x)dx)l'2 (,/" 17P(x)dx)12 <'x . .  
we have u~-~ ~ Cb(lt~d). [] 
In the sequel we integrate processes taking values in L(Hs)(J~',H), where tt is 
a weighted functions space. Namely, let ~ ~ C~(~ d) be a fixed even strictly posi- 
tive function equal to exp{- lx l} for Ixi~>l. For p~ {R we put O , (x )=(#(x) ) '  and 
L~=LZ(~J,O,(x)dx). The norm and scalar product on L~ are denoted by I I, and 
( ' , ' ) , -  For n E No d~ ~ tO {0} we define the Sobolev weighted space HI, ~2 as the 
completion of C~({R d) with respect to the norm 
Finally, let us denote by c6}, the space of all continuous functions (p :~d ~ such 
that Iq~(x)lO,/~(x)~ 0 as Ixl ~ c~. It is easy to check that ~), equipped with the norm 
like, HI,-  sup{l~P(x)l@2(x): x~ RJ} is a Banach space. Note that if lc>p then L~, and 
r6, are continuously imbedded into L~,.. 
From now on p C N is fixed. We define the multiplication operator M by the formula 
Note that by Proposition 3.1, M EL(L~,L(9"q/,.c/")). We will show, see Lemma 4.1(ii), 
that if the spectral measure /.L of ';¢~ is finite, then M E L(L,,L(Hs)(. q,Lv)). 
Let q) be a predictable L~,-valued process of the form 
1t 
4~(~o, t)(x) = ~ ~i(~o)(x)zl,,.,,,, i(t) 
/ I 
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for some nEN,  0~<tl< " ' "  <tn+l<OO and ~tEL2(f2,~t, ,dP;L2).  Let {ek} be an 
orthonormal basis of Jq~. Assume that the spectral measure p is finite. Then ~ is a 
random field, and it is easy to show that for any s~>0, 7~(s) is the L2(~,~,  dP;L2)-  
limit of  the series }-~(ek, Yt/'(s))ek. Hence we have 
~01 ~t m(q~(s)) d~#(s)(x) = Z ~l(x)(~"(t A tl+ 1 ,x) - -  ~¢'(t A tl,x)), 
l=l 
and consequently, the following interpretation of the stochastic integral with respect o 
Yg holds true, see also Dawson and Salehi (1980), 
M(eb(s)) d~;(s) (x)  = ~(s, x)¢¢~'( ds, x), 
where ~t"( ds, x) means that we integrate in lt6's sense with respect o the real valued 
Wiener process ~( .  ,x). 
2. Formulation of the main existence results 
Let S be the semigroup on 5 p' generated by A, and let F and B be the Nemitskii 
operators corresponding to f and b, i.e. 
F(t, qo)(x) = f ( t ,x ,  qo(x)) for ~pCL 2, tE[0,  T], xEO~ d. (2.5) 
B(t, q~)(x) = b(t,x, ~o(x) 
Recall that M is given by (1.4). By a solution to (0.1) we understand the so-called 
mild solution, i.e. a predictable L2-valued process X satisfying the following integral 
equation: 
1, X(t )  = S(t)~ + S(t - s )F(s ,X(s) )  ds 
/o' + S(t - s )M(B(s ,X(s) ) )  d~#'(s). (2.6) 
Clearly, it is required that the integrals in (2.6) are well defined. In particular, for t >~0 
the process 7~{s<t}S(t- s)M(B(s,X(s))) ,  s>~O, must be It6-integrable. Later we will 
find criteria under which S(t)M(~),  t >0 are Hilbert-Schmidt operators from Jq' into 
L 2, see Lemma 4.1. 
Throughout he paper we make the following assumptions on the coefficients A, f 
and b: 
(A.5) A = ~l~l<~2ma~(x)D ~ with a~ E C~([R d) is a uniformly elliptic differential op- 
erator on Nd. 
(A.6) For every T>0 there exist a constant I and a function l0 CL 2 such that for all 
t~  [0, T], xC R d and u, vE~,  
If(t,x,.) - f ( t ,x ,v) l  + [b(t,x,u) - b(t,x,v)l <~llu - vl, 
I f  (t,x,u)l + [b(t,x,u)l ~l(lul + lo(x)). 
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For T>0,  q>l  and n E [%) denote by J{~I(H/j"2) the space of all predictable and 
having continuous trajectories in HF',"2 processes Z such that 
/i q 
IIIZlll .;:,(.:, ~, d~- E sup Iz(t)lg.,, < :~.  
" \ te[O,r] 
Note that ' "q ,,.2 ~.p(H,,.2) .~T(H, )C for q4;p.  One of our aim will be to prove that 
solutions starting fi-om deterministic initial values are regular in the sense that they 
, " / !  2 belong to ,>f(//,,' )=  ("l,;¢}q(H~: '2) where the intersection is taken over all T>0 and 
q > 1 As H 0"2 ~ q " " L ~ ~qCH°2 , =L~; we write ~T(LT,) and #{( t ; )  instead of ) and #~(HI~ 2 ). In 
• " T \  p 
the same manner we define the classes ~7(%,  n q~) and ,V{% n g,~). In the introduced 
definitions we took the "sup" operator inside the expectation to obtain solutions with 
continuous trajectories; see Pesz~it (1995) and the factorization method in Da Prato and 
Zabczyk (1992) and Zabczyk (1993). 
Our main existence and regularity results are contained in the following three theo- 
rems.  
Theorem 2.1. Let (A.1) (A.6) hokt. Assume in a&tition that if"/~ is not ./inite. then 
its density 7 behmgs to L p where p c (1, ~c] is such that (1 1/p)d]2m < 1. Thet, 
./or ez~er.l' ~ C L~, there exists a unique solution X:, to (0.1)./)'om the ch/ss I/(LT, ) 
Moreot~er, {X? }: c L? is a Markov ,/imff O' satLsj.i'inq the Feller property. 
Remark. It will follow from the proof that if the initial condition ~ is an L~,-valued 
random variable such that 
[E[~I'~<~ %rq>2(1  (1 -  i~) d ) - '  
m " 
then the solution of (0.1) exists in ' .q 2 J l r (Lp)  for any T>0.  
In some cases we can prove better regularity of the solution than stated in 
Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2. Let d <m and let (A. 1) (A.6) hohl. Assume in a&tition that il I l 
is not ,linite, then its density ;, belongs to L v where p C(1,oc] is such t/tat (1 
1/'p)d/"2m < 1 - d/m. Then Jot  every ~ C (~;p N L~ there exists a unique solution to (0.1) 
./}'om the e/ass ~(~t ,  G Lt2 ). Moreover. {X:-}~.¢ -./.~ is a Marl,'o~" ./~mffly sati,~/_i'inq fl, e 
Feller property. 
In the third theorem we obtain the existence of solutions in weighted Sobolev spaces 
under the condition that the coefficients .l" and b are affine functions. The reason for 
this restriction is that in general Nemitskii operators do not act between Sobolev spaces 
/q/, 2, n > 1. This is the case however if they are affine. 
Theorem 2.3. Let n ~ No. Assume that the jbl lou imj conditions are ['u!lilled: 
(c.1) .l~,,( I + I~lX')d,(x)<oo. 
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(C.2) f and b are affine Jimctions of the third variable, i .e . . f ( t ,x ,v)=f l ( t ,x)v + 
fo(t,x), b(t,x, v) = bl(t,x)v + bo(t,x). 
(C.3) fo, boCL~(O,T;H,~ '2) and f l ,bl  EL~(O,T;C~(Nd)). 
Then for eve13, ~ ~ 117'2 there exists a unique solution to (0.1) Jkom the class .~(H/, ''2 ). 
Moreover, {Xc}~.CH//. ~. is a Markov family satisfying the Feller property. 
The proofs of the theorems formulated above are postponed to Section 5. Let us 
now examine the three particular cases of  "/F. 
Random field. Recall that the spectral measure of ~#' is finite. If d > m then, by 
Theorem 2.2, for every ~E%~L~ there exists a unique solution to (0.1) from the 
class ,)f-(c@ N L~2). 
Quantum field. It is easily seen that in this case 7 ~ Lp iff p >d/2 and p>~ 1. Hence 
if d = 1,2 then for an arbitrary m, Theorem 2.1 is applicable. If d>2 than we may 
apply Theorem 2.1 iff (d -  2)/2 <m. Thus, the theorem is applicable if A is a second- 
order operator (m = 1 ), and d = 1,2, 3. 
White noise. Since 7 is a constant function, we have 1' E L ~.  Consequently, we may 
apply Theorem 2.1 iff d <2m. In particular, if A is a second order operator, then the 
dimension d must be 1. 
Dawson and Salehi, and Nobel studied the following equation: 
(?X 1 
~-( t ,x )  = ~AX(t,x)  + ~X(t ,x)#(t ,x) ,  X(O,x) = 1, 
where a is a constant and ~" is a homogeneous Wiener process on R d. If the spectral 
measure is finite, or the spectral density exists and is p-integrable for p satisfying 
(1 - 1/p)d/2m< 1, then applying Theorem 2.1 we obtain the existence of a Markov 
solution in any L~ 2, with p >0. Now if the spectral measure satisfies (C.1) then, as 
this is an affine equation, we may apply our Theorem 2.3 and obtain the existence 
of a solution in any H/, ''2 with p>0.  In both papers, the authors were looking for a 
solution being a random field on [0, oc) x Nd. Dawson and Salehi assumed that the 
spectral density of  ~t' is integrable, and they obtained the existence of a solution in 
the space of random fields satisfying 
)1 ,"2 
sup sup E sup IX(s,x)l 2 <oc for T>0.  
tG[0,r] xC[R ~/ \0~<s~t 
Their method made use of  some properties of the multiple Wiener integrals. Basic 
necessary conditions imposed on the spectral density by Nobel were esssup 7<oc  
and fnJ ~,(x)l/(1 + [xl2)dx<oc. The existence of a solution was obtained in compli- 
cated Fr6chet spaces depending on time. The method used by Nobel was based on the 
stochastic Feynman-Kac formula. The existence of a universal state space was missing 
in the both papers, and consequently the Markov property has not been obtained. 
3. Differential operators on weighted spaces 
Let us recall, see Eidel'man (1969), that there exists the fundamental solution G to 
the operator O/Ot -A .  Moreover, G C C~(~+ × ~d × ~d) and for arbitrary T c (0, oc) 
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and n ~ ~0 there exist constants KL,K2 ¢ (0, oc.) such that 
]D,fG(t,x,y)l<~Klt-1<:2mg(K2t, lx 3'[) for t¢ (0 ,  f] ,  ]:~]~<n, x y~R 't, (3.7) 
where 
g(t,z) t J'2';'exp - for t>0,  z~R.  
Finally, ,4 with the domain H2""2= H2""2(~ l) is the generator of a holomorphic senti- 
group S on L 2 and 
S(t)q~(x)= /" G(t,x,y)q~(y)dv for ~pEL z, t>0,  xE[~ '/. (3.8) 
, i  
Recall that the weighted spaces L~, ~t;p, and HI, '2 were introduced in Section 1. 
Clearly L 0 ~ L 2 and if p > 0 then L 2 is densely and continuously imbedded into L~. 
. L 2 Lemma 3.1. (i) I t  p>~O then the semigroup S defined on hv (3.8) has a tmiqlw 
extension to a holomorphie semigrmq~ on L 2 
(it) !/ ' ,o<0 then the restriction o/'S to L~ is a holomorphie semigroup. 
Proof. (i) To prove that S is a C0-semigroup on L~ it is enough to show that t\w any 
fixed T ~ (0, . , ) ,  
~(-'<,,% such that Vt E(0, T], V,p~L 2, IS(t)~plr,<~C[~pl , (3.9) 
To do this observe first that there exists a constant K such that for all t ~< T and v ~ ~,~J, 
.~ .q( t, lx - y, ),~,,(x ) dx <~ KO,,( y ). (3.10) 
Thus, combining (3.7) with (3.8) and using Jensen's inequality we obtain (3.9) with 
To prove that S is holomorphic on Lfi we take the isometry /t.' ' L~- -L  e given by 
. L 2 .j~,(,p)= (p,)t,.~_. Set S(t)=j,,S(t). j j" Clearly, S= {S(t)} is a C0-semigroup on , and 
its generator A is equal to jt,A,jp I . It is easy to see that ,,~ is a uniformly elliptic operator 
with the coefficients from C~([Rg). Thus S is holomorphic on k 2 and consequently .{; 
is holomorphic on Lfi as unitarily equivalent o ,}. 
(ii) Observe that under the identitication (L~)' ,~ {L 2 )' ~-~ L~;, we have (L~)'--~ 
L 2 t,. Thus, since the adjoint operator A' is also uniformly elliptic we obtain the desired 
conclusion. !~] 
We note that the fact that S is holomorphic on L~, is needed only for the proofs of 
Theorem 1.3 and the large deviation results. 
Clearly there exists a constant )v, such that the resolvent set of  the generator A of 
the semigroup S on Li 2, is contained in the half-space Re z > 2,,. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let n C ~o. Then 
(i) H~ ,2 =Dom(( -A  + 21) "/(>~)) for  any 2>)  w. Moreover, the norm I" [,,,p and 
the graph norm are equivalent. 
(ii) S is' a holomorphic semigroup on H n'2 
(iii) For arbitrary l ~ ~ and T E (0, oo) there exists a constant C such that 
]lS(t)ll~(H;,: n;:+, ~_~ Ct -l''2n' Jor t ~ (0, T]. 
Proof. Parts (ii) and (iii) are consequences of (i) and Lemma 3.1. To complete the 
proof it is enough to observe that (i) holds if p = 0, and then use the isometry jp. [] 
The next lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Lemma 3.3. (i) S is" a Co-semigroup on ¢p. 
(ii) S(t), t>0 map Lf 2, into c4,, and for any T c(O, oe), there exists a constant C 
such that 
Ils(t)llL(L,,~,~,)  ct-d/4m Jor t C (0, T]. 
(iii) The map t ~ S(t) is continuous for  t>0 in the operator norm on L(C6t,,~6;p). 
Proof. I f  p>~0 then (see Funaki, 1991), S is a C0-semigroup on ~,, S(t)¢L(Lt2,,q~,) 
for t>0 and one has the estimate from (ii) for [IS(t)I[L(L~,%). We note that the method 
from the Funaki paper works also if p <0. To show the norm continuity of S let us 
observe first that the operator jp introduced in the proof of Lemma 3.1 is an isometry 
between % and %. Thus, for t>0,  S is continuous in the norm on L(~.'p,C#p) iff 
S=jpS~, -t is continuous in the norm on L(%, %). Clearly the generator of S is 
uniformly elliptic. Thus, there exists the fundamental solution G to ?/St A ~ , and the 
norm continuity of S follows easily from the time continuity of G and the estimate 
G(t ,x ,y )<- . .g lg (R2t ,  Ix - y[). [] 
4. Main estimates 
Recall that M is given by (1.4). The main result of this section is 
Lemma 4.1. Assume (A.1) (A.5). 
(i) For every t>0,  S( t )M is a bounded linear operator acting Jbom Lt2 , into L(HS) 
"; t 2 (J~ ,g,). 
(ii) I f  # is finite, then 2 J 2 M C L(Lp,L(Hs)(~ ,L~,)). 
(iii) I f  l~ << dx and dl~/dx ~ L p, then Jor each T > 0 there exists a constant C such 
that for  all t c (0, T] and ~p E Lt2 , one has 
Hs(t)M(~)IIL, H~,(~;%~) ct (d/4m)(I-1/P)l@lp. 
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Proof. Let /L be finite, and let {u~.} be an orthonormal basis of L~s)(IR d, dll). Then, by 
Proposition 1.2, e~- u-~,It, k ~ N is an orthonormal basis of ,~t. Thus we have 
IIM(q,)II~ ~, ,~;, z~2) ~ ]M(4')ek[~ 2, 
k 
= 72 £,, I~(v)U-~afi(x)[20, ,(x)dx 
k ' 
= (27Z)d£~,~ £.,  ei<,>,.O~(x)uk())dlt(Z)2))t,(x)dx 
= (2rc)-~l~.,.~lei(;'-x)lb(x)[edl_t().),@(x)dx 
= (2~z) -Jt'(IR~/) ./~i,' I~(x)12~*)'(x) dx' 
which gives the desired conclusion. 
Now let 7= dl(dx E L p. Let {vk} be an orthonormal basis of 
L~) dcl  {uCL2(Nj ' dx;C): u=u(s,}, 
and let ex.=v~7 I,'2, kcN.  Then {ea.} is an orthogonal complete system in ' / '  
I< {0,1 }, and 
I dc l "  S(t)M(O)ek]2 ]S(t)[~b(71,2 * va )]15 
/, k 
= ~ /,, ,, G(t,x,y)O(y)(i '-~'~ * d)(3,)d v @(.v)dv 
1. • 
= I; ,~ -' • (G(t,x,.),p)(y)l 2 dy 4,(x)dx 
a d 
= 17 ~(y)l-I(G(t,:,..),Pi(y)l e dv.@(x)dx. 
3 d 
Using H61der's inequality we get 
l <~l;'b.. ](G(t,x,)@)l?:,..g,(v)dx. 
, l  
By the HausdorffYoung inequality we have 
l{Gft,.v, )~')b.:.,* ~< IG(t,x, )4'I,.,>*,* == ]G(t, x, )@lz.: ............ 
Thus 1 ~< Ic.'l/.,.J, where 
jdc l  .£,' I(G(t,x, .)4,)12_> ,, _, ,'4,(x) dx. 
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From (3.7) we have 
] (p+l ) /p  
Using now the form of g we can find constants K3 and K4 such that 
J <~ ~,, [ ~ ,  K3t -(d/2m)(p l)/(P+l)g(K4t, l x -  y,)l~(y){2p/(P+') dyl(P+l)/P op(x)dx. 
Since re,, g(K4t, I x -  y l )dy  is finite and does not depend on t we can find a constant 
C1 such that 
J <~C.t -(d/'2m)('-'/p) f~,,/2, g(K4t, jx - yl)r~(y)l 2 dyO,(x)dx. 
Finally, from (3.10) there exists C2 such that J<~C2t (d/Zm)(I--l/P)ll/l]2, which estab- 
lishes the formula. [] 
I f  the semigroup commutes with the derivative operators then we are able to show 
that S(t)M(.) is a bounded linear operator from the Sobolev weighted space Hp "'2 into 
the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators L(us}(~q/, n 2 H¢' ). Note that if the generator A 
has constant coefficients then D~S(t)D S(t)D ~ for all t and :¢. 
Lemma 4.2. Let n E ~o and p E [1, oc], and let t~ << dx. Assume that D~ S( t ) D S( t )D ~ 
for all t >10 and multi-indices :t, and that the function x ~-+ (1 + ]x12")7(x) belongs to 
n,2 L p. Then for all t >0 and 0 E H i , S(t)M(O) is a Hilbert Schmidt operator acting 
from 5~q' into ._pH ''2. Moreover, S(t)M is a bounded linear mapping from 117,'2 into 
/ l?, 2 L(ns)(Yq,Hp ), and for each T>0 there exists a constant C such that 
S(t)M(¢')IIL,.~,<<g,,H/,:)<~Ct-<~ 1/p)d/4ml~lp,, for ~/E~ '2, tE(0, r]. 
Proof. Let {vk} be an orthonormal basis of L~). First note that for every multi-index 
fi with till ~<n, D/~71/e EL 2p. Now, since 
S(t)M(~)H2L, Hs,(,'~ '' H, '2) = Z Z ID~S(t)(g'~'~/~-S * ~)12p 
k I~1 ~n 
C~ ~ ~ IS(t)[DUg/(O~7 '/1--~), ~]]2,  
k i,z1+1¢¢1 ~<, 
we can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, just replacing ~ by DuO and 7 I/2 
A 
by D/~7 L/2. [] 
In the random field case, without the commutativity assumption, we have 
Lemma 4.3. Let n C ~o. Assume that fw(1 + Ixl2~)d~(x)<oc. Then M is a bounded 
linear mapping from __pH ''2 into L(ns)(~q',-H"'2]-p ,, and there exists a constant C such 
that 
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IIM(d,)IIL,,,~,{,4,.H,,~.~ Cid, I, . . . .  for I / I~ H '''2 
Proof. Let {uk} be an orthonormal basis of L~)(RJ,d~), and let ~ C HI,"2. We havc 
~]M(4,)uk--~l~,.,, = ~ ~ /~. ID~(4,(x)ukl----~(x))12v%v)dx 
I, k I~1~,, "
<~ C, ~ ~ ~ /~,, ]D ~ l~O(x)(ix)/~,---,al,(x))12,),,(x)dx 
~< C2 .L., (1 + ,x12") d/.,(x)l,kl~,.,,. 
which gives the desired conclusion. 
5. Proofs of main results 
Using the results obtained in the previous sections the proofs of Theorems 2.1 2.3 
can be given in a rather simple way. 
get us fix T ~ (0, oo). The first lemma below is a direct consequence of gmnma 4.1. 
An easy verification of the second one is left to the reader, 
Lemma 5.1. There exist constants :~ c (0, ½) and C such that 
0 T "~ I " L 2 t 2~l lS ( t )M(O) lL , ,~ , .V ,  TL , ! )d t<~C!¢7  ,, ,pc p" 
Lemma 5.2. get F and B be ,qiven by (2.5). Then F, B : [0, ~c) × k~, ~ k2,, a ,d  there 
exists a constant k such that jo t  all t c [0, T] and ~, ~p ~ k~, 
IF(t,,P) F(t,~)lf, + IB ( t ,@)  - B(t,C,)b <~Ll@ - qoi,,, 
I,~(t,,/,)lt, + IB(t , , / , ) l , ,~L( le l , ,  ~ 1). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Having the Lipschitz continuity of the nonlinear coefficients, 
and a description of the reproducing kernel of ~!, we can prove the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution to (0.1) jus! applying known existence results (see for 
example, Da Prato and Zabczyk, 1992, or Peszat, 1995). Generally, their proot; are 
based on the Banach contraction principle. Namely, for 7 ~ ~ [0, T] and q ~>2 one defines 
on J/tq(L~,) a functional j by the formula 
~f(Z) ( t )=S( t )X(O)+ S(t - s )F (s ,Z (s ) )ds+ S(t s)M(B(s,Z(s)) )d ' t l  (s). 
If q is chosen properly and T is small enough, then one can prove that # is a contrac- 
.q ,~ .q -~ 
tion from ,//~ (Lt;) into ~ (L,;). Thus, the solution to (0.1) on [0, 7"] is the unique fixed 
point of ~¢. Finally, having the solution on small interval one can easily extend it to 
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the whole [0, T]. The Markov property follows from the fact that X;(t + s ) -  U) xk),)(~), 
where X (t) is the solution to the equation with the coefficients f(t)(s,x, u)= f ( t+s,x ,  u) 
and b(t)(s, x, u) = b(t + s, x, u). Finally, {Xc } satisfies the Feller property because by the 
local inversion theorem (see Da Prato and Zabczyk, 1992; Peszat and Zabczyk, 1995), 
the solution continuously depends on the initial data in the L2((2,.7, P; L~ )-topology. 
[] 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. As ~E • NL~ ~--+Lp 2 there exists the solution to (0.1) from 
~ffr(Lp). By Lemma 3.3(ii), S(t), t>0 map Lp every q 2 2 into ~,. According to Theorem 
3.1 from Peszat (1995), it is sufficient o observe that there exist constants ~E(0, l )  
and r E (1,2) such that 
fo Tt¢=-~)rlls(t)ll~<,%) <2, dt 
fo t 2 t 2 (t-s)-z~llS(t-s)M(B(s,¢,))HL<.,.~%L÷)d <oc for tC(0, T], tpELp. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. From (C. 1 ), /~ is finite, and #" is a random field. In particular, 
(A.7) is fulfilled. Let us observe now that for every t, F(t, .) and B(t, .) map H~ '2 into 
H~ '2 and that there exists a constant L such that for all t E [0, T] and ~, q0 E H~ '2, 
IF(t, 4,) - F(t, (P)Ip.~ + IB( t, ~) - B(t, e)lo,. ~L IO - ~ol, ..... 
IF(t, 0)1~,. + te(t, ~)1~,. ~<L(I~,IR,. + 1). 
What is left is to observe that according to Lemma 4.3, M is a bounded linear mapping 
acting from Hp '2 into the space L(HS)(,~q z, H2'2). [2] 
6. Large deviation principle 
The present section deals with the Freidlin Wentzell large deviation estimates for 
solutions of (0.1). We assume here that (A.1)-(A.6) are fulfilled. In addition, we 
assume that b is bounded and time independent. As in the previous ection T is fixed. 
We study the asymptotic behaviour of the family {X ~} where 
c~X ~ 
Ot (t,x) =AX~(t,x) + f ( t ,x ,  XC(t,x)) + cb(x,X~-(t,x))~"(t), 
(6.1) 
x~(0 . . )= ~(.)EL 2 • p"  
By X¢ we denote the mild solution to (6.11) starting from ~. Consider the following 
deterministic problem 
~t (t,x) =AZ(t ,x)  + f ( t ,x ,Z(t ,x) )  + b(x,Z(t,x))O(t)(x), 
(6.2) 
z(0, .) = ~(.), 
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where O c L2(O. T" 4///) The mild solution to (6.12) starting from ~ with the control @ 
is denoted by Z)'. Set 
,Y/¢(r) {ZI/>: q5 £L2(0, T;.~/) satisfies 101Z:,,,T: 
Combining Theorems 1.1 1.3 from Peszat (1994), with Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 5.1 
and 5.2 we obtain 
Theorem 6.1. Assume that there exists a function ll ~ L~, such that Ib(x, r)l ~ l~¢x) 
/or all x e ~U and t: ~ N. Then: 
(i) Vm >0 V~ ~ L~ there exists a unique solution to (6. II ) /tacinu co#Ttinttou.s' trajec- 
tories in L[,, 
(ii) V~ ~ L~, and V~/) E L2(0, T;,~/~') there exists a zmiqae solution to (6.12) hacin~t 
v continlumS trqjeetories in L[,, 
(iii) Vr>~0 V~L~ the set ,gf:(r) is' compact in C([0, T];L~), 
(iv) Vr>~0 V~$>0 and Vtl>0 ~co>0 such that V~CL~, Ve¢(0,  c0] and ';;' </, ~s L :: 
(0, T; .'/)f) sati,~'t/vin,q I@IL:I0. T; 'C) <~'" we hate 
[P sup IX~(t,.) Z~(t,.)l,,<<.6 :>~ exp - 
kfl~; ~T " 252 " 
(v) V~o cLt, VR>0 Vr~>0 VS>0 ~q>0 ~s0>0 such that V(cL,[,: l~- GI,,<<. R a,a  
vc ~ (0, so] u,e have 
[ ,  ,1} 
P{distclIO, T]:LT)(X/, ~e~:( r ) )>~ c f } ~< exp I, 2~ 2 " 
If the order of  A is sufficiently large then we may conclude the large deviation 
estimates in ~6i,. Namely, we have 
Theorem 6.2. Assume that either t~ is finite or tL<<dx and ; .... d tudxCL  where 
p ~ [1, <:x:] is such that ( 1 - 1/'p) d/2m < 1 -dim and that the hypothesis of  Theorem 6. l 
are jidlUled. Then the statements ( i ) - (v )  of  Theorem 6.1 hold true (/ we reldace L! 
hy ~@ N L~,. 
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